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Activity Theory in Practice
Promoting learning across boundaries and agencies

Putting Assessment for Learning into Practice
David Spendlove

The Special Education Handbook
Michael Farnell

Investigating barrier to achieving safe motherhood: a study
by Hilda Saeed

Indian army vision 2020/
by Kanwal, Gurmeet

GovernMint in India: an inside view
by Subramanian, T. S. R.

100 significant: pre-independence speeches 1858-1947
by Sharma, H. D.

INSURGENTS TERRORISTS AND MILITIAS
with new introduction by Bradley

TIME MASTERY
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- The Power of Strategy Innovation
  - By Robert E. Johnston, Jr., and L. Douglas Bayer

- Without fear: the life and trial of Bhagat Singh
  - By Nayar, Kuldip

- Fourier series and integral transforms
  - By Ali Khattak, Muhammad

- My country: my life
  - By Advani, L. K.

- E-Learning in Higher Education
  - By Robert K. Ellis and Peter Dooley

- Research Methodology in Strategy and Management

- Media in your life
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